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"

 Introd"ctiova

    
Bernard

 ROiing (1906-85), a  native  of  the  Netherlands, was  among  the eleven

 judges 
at

 
the

 
International

 IVTilitary 
'Fribunal

 fer the Far East (l946--48), a  war  crimes

 
trial

 
hejd

 in Japan right  after  the SeconCl World War. In sharp  contrast  to the

 
German

 counterpart  in Nuremberg  (1945-46), in Tokyo, several  separat.e  opinions  were

 presented in addition  to the officia!  judgement. The most  well-known  is that of the

 jndian judge, Radhabinod Pa]. Although he wa$  far from  affirming  wholesale  
all

 
of

 .Japan's uetions  in the past, by presenting a totally different interpretation of  the  peried

 
the

 
tribunal

 dealt with, Pal arguecl  that all defendants' were  innocent of  all charges.

 
RcH'}ling

 
wa$

 
another

 who  differed froin the majority;  in his separate  opinien,  the  longest
except

 
for

 
Pal's,

 
he

 
cenciuded

 the five accusecl  were  innocent, including Hireta Koki,
a  defendant seiltenced  to ･death by hanging.

    
Being

 by far the youngest judge and  the longest to $urvi  ve, R61ing was  literallv one
of

 
the

 
last

 witnesses  to the  unprecedented  tribunal  and  was  therefore in the  best
positioR to -reveal the untold  story  of  the trial; stil], being a  strong  be]iever in the
secrec.v

 
of
 
the

 chambers,  he had not  satisfied  historians' curiosity  ancl passed away
more

 
thayi

 a  decade ago.  The publication of  hi$ book entitled  7ne  n)kyo Tblial and
l/ieyond

 (Cambridge, 1993) was,  accordingly,  quite  an  unexpectecl  event  both to the
scholars

 
of
 Japanese history and  international law and  to the general  readership,  not

only
 
because

 
it
 came  into being years  after  his dec"tth but because in it R61ing discusses

the
 
trial

 
in
 
a
 rather  free manner  as  well.  The boe]{ is no  doubt an  indig..pensable

histerical
 
document

 to add  to the  scholarship  eoncerning  the tribunai  and  modern

Japanese
 
historynget

 I would  emphasize  here another  significant  aspect  ef  the  book:
that isl his view  of  Japan.
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Comparative approaches  to Japan

   R61ing, when  nominated  as  the Dutch representative  at  the  tribunal, had  
not

 
been

an  international lawyer  or  a scholar  of  Japanese history. He was  a  judge in Utrecht

as
 
well

 as an  extraordinary  professor of Indonesian criminal  lawi}, careers  having

nothing  to do with  Japan. When  suddenly  put into quite  a  different world,  one  
is
 
at

first likely to interpret that wQrld,  consciously  or  unconsciously,  by referring  
to

 past

experience  and  knowledge.  R61ing was  no  exception.  Based on  his experience  
in

Holland of  being defeated and  occupied  by Nazi  Germany, he then embarked  upon  
the

task of  understanding  the Japanese,

    During the occupation,  people in Holland so  resented  the Germans that ROIing

himself once  refused  to accept  the request  of  young  German  officers,  apparently  nice

fellows, to play a string  quartet with  him2}. Accordingly, as  a  member  of  the occupy-

ing powers  in Japan, ROIing expected  to be treated in the same  way  the  Germans  
had

been  treated in his country.  Moreover, some  people warned  him, before his leaving

for his new  assignment  in Japan, to live on  a  ship  somewhere  and  be transported under

guard  to the courtreom3),  It turned out  that, contrary  to his expectation,  peop!e in

 Japan invited him to their homes and  to play in their string quartet.  
He

 
came

 
to

 Japan "with  the  Dutch hatred of  the Japanese, based on  the horrors of  war  in the

 Netherlands East Indies", but in the course  of  time, he came  to 
"like

 the Japanese

 people.""} Thus, his previous experience  of  being a  member  of  a  defeated and
 
oc-

 cupied  country  did not  centribute  directly to understanding  the Japanese, but their

 unexpectedly  different attitude  toward  him enabled  hirn to have close,  even  rather

 intense relatienships  with  many  people, mQst  of whom  were  outstanding  in Japan's

 culture. These  personal contacts  paved  the way  for him to comprehend  the  culture

 and  thus, Japanese way  of  thinking,

    The Buddhist philosopher Suzuki Daisetsu (1870-1966) was  among  them.  R61ing

 declared that he had the closest contact  with  him and  described his house as  
"a

 haven

 of  refuge  in years  of  agonizing  decisions."5) He  was  fortunate in getting acquainted

 with
 him  because, besides being an  authority  on  Zbn, Daisetsu, with  considerable

 experience  of  teaching abroad,  was  fluent in English and  was  able  to discuss ZiznBudd-

 hism in a so-called  comparative  perspective. R61ing discussed with  Daisetsu 
"the

 strange  ways  of  human  behaviour and  the tricky courses  of history."fi) ROIing wanted

 to discover what  Zbn Buddhism could  teach  about  good  and  bad'); nevertheless,  he was

 by no  means  so  simple  as  to conclude  that  anything  peculiar  to the Japanese could  
be

 explained  in terms of  Zen.

     Although  first and  forernost a judge at  the internatienal tribunal, Rbling had

  become an  ardent  student  of  Japanese culture  as  well,  Throughout  the trial of  
more

  than  two  years, the judge was  faced in the court  with  things Japanese, 
in

 
addition

 
to
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observing

 the  behavior patterns of  the defendants. Before coining  to Japan, he had

  
even

 gene  
to

 
the

 
Nuremberg

 trials. Quite naturaliy,  he discussed the  Japanese

  
defendants

 in comparison  with  their German  counterparts,  ati approach  in which  
we

  
discern

 
another

 
example

 uf  ROIing's comparative  perspective.  After declaring there

  
was

 
no

 ques,tion of
 
similarity

 between  the accused  Japanese and  Gerinans, he

  
enumerated

 and  discussed the differences in some  detail, wnat  surprised  him first

  
was

 
the

 
iack

 of  visible  emotion  in the defendants. R61ing seemecl  tempted  to attribute

  
this

 phenomenon  to sagori  or enlightenment  in Zlan Buddhism. but instead he meved  
on

  
to discuss a  different national  characteristic  entirely.

     
It
 
struck

 me  at  the  time that japanese in general do not  act  and  reEict  in an

     
individttal

 
way,

 but more  as menibers  of a  collectivity.  If you  aslced  something,

     
it.
 was  as  if they answered:  

'`As
 Japanese we  think thi$. . ." The individuaiistic

     attitude  was  generally missing.  The Westerll civilizatjon  is very  individualistic.

     You  have  vour  own  theughts, norms.S)

 
The

 Judge acts  here as  a  sociolegist  or  cultural  anthropologist  delivering a }eeture on

 
the

 
distinctiveness

 of  the  Japanese. His statement  sounds  all the more  cenvmcing

 
because

 
it
 
is
 
based

 on  his direct experience,  not  en  mere  literary knowiedge.

     Another example  R61ing introduced was  the comp}ete  Iack of  bad censcieiice  
en

 
the

 japanese side9), which  could  be attributed,  he said,  to the fact that  the defendants

 
in

 
the

 
Tokyo

 trial had  never  actua!ly  committed  war  crimes  or  ordered  war  cri'mes  to

 
be

 
committed.

 In talkiRg about  such  an  impressien of  the Japanese in  companson

 
with

 
the

 Germans, R61ing introduced the conspicuous  term  of  
'[Macbeth

 crimesiO),  a

 
term

 
which

 uirmistakably  tells the reader  that he was  well  versed  in literature. Like

 
Macbeth,

 ROIing goes  on  te say,  when  one  has committed  a  crime,  one  has to comi'nit

 
mere

 
crimes

 to cover  the tracks of  the first, R61ing found this concept  of  "Macbeth

 
crimes"

 
helpful

 to explain  and  understand  the unbelievable  cruelty  of the (r"errnan SS.

    
One

 
of

 the mistakes  we  are  liable te make  in discussing national  characteristics  
of

a
 people is to make

 too  hasty and  clear-cut. a dichotomy. The  result  may  sound

stiipulating
 
but

 
in
 reality  it is superficial.  R61ing's explanation  rnay  he interesting to

the
 general readership,  to be sure;  nonetheless,  it could  not  escape  from the tendency

to
 
be

 
dichotomous.

 Seme  of  the deiendants were  in fact deeply treubled by the
unlawful

 
acts

 of  the ]apanese such  as  maltreatment  of  prisoners  of  war,  although  they
had  not  committed  war  crimes.ii]

    
Yet,

 
R61ing's

 interpretation of  racism,  again  based on  a  comparative  approach,  has
persuasive power. .4t  the Tol<yo trial, racism  on  the Japanese side  was  one  of  the
jssues

 
the

 prosecution  condemried.  Only Pal, the Indiall judge, refuted  this accusation
in
 
his

 
separate

 opinion  by  saying  
"every

 nation  is under  a delusion that its race  is
supenor

 
to
 
ail

 
others,

 and  so  leng as  racial  difference will  be maintained  in interna-
ti'onai iife, this deius[on is indeed a defensive weapon,"i2)  Roiing's view  is different. isis4)
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First he directs the interlocutor's attention  to the fact that in colonial  times the notion

of  white  suprernacy  was  incredibly all pervasive and  on  the other  hand the Japanese,

while  always  trying  to bring themselves  within  it, very  much  resented  
the

 
racial

discrimination applied  to them, He  then refers  to the Japanese concept  of 
`thakleo

ichiu", a  concept  condemned  by the court  as evidence  of Japan's belief in the superior-

ity of  the Japanese race.

    These things come  to the surface  when  you  feel discriminated against. In slavery

    the feeling of being 
"the

 chosen  people" can  easily  surface,  But no, I didn't notice

    in any  way  that they  [the Japanese] felt the white  race  inferior,i3)

What is of significance  here is that Rbling came  to the conclusion  that the Japanese,

although  using  terms  expressing  racial  superiority,  did not  consider  the white
 
race

inferior. Given the fact that only  the recent  scholarship  in this field (such as  John W.

Dower's Li2ir Without Memp  [1985]) sheds  light on  this aspect  of  Japanese racism,  it

rnight  be said  that R61ing's interpretation was  far ahead  of  the times.

 R61ing as  a  
"historian"

    Another  intellectual ROIing came  into close  contact  with  in Japan was  Takeyama

 Michio (1903-1984), a scholar  of German  literature and  well-known  as  the author  of

 11he Hdrp of Burnza (1948). Takeyama  is one  of  the few who  wrote  of  his relationship

 Nith
 the Dutch judge. They got acquainted  while  the tribunal was  still in session,  and

 in the course  of  time came  to be on  talking-of-the-trial terms. When  he was  about  
to

 depart from  Japan, ROIing gave Takeyama  a  photocopy  of his separate  opinion,  
and

 told him of  his desire to write  a  book on  Japanese history in the future. Several years

 later, however, when  Takeyama  visited  ROIing's house in Holland to discuss mainly  the

 trial, the judge confessed  with  regret  that he had given up  the project because he found

 the task to be totally beyond  his abilityL`). True, he did not  publish  a  single book on

 Japanese history; still, he did rerearch  on  Japan by reading  a  considerable  amount  
of

 literature, including Ruth Benedict's TZze Chrysanthemum and  the Sword and  Charles

 Beard's books concerning  the pre-war  diplomacy of  the U.S.  toward  Japan, In 7-lze

 7'bdyo 7-V"ial and  Bayond we  can  recognize  some  ef  the project's accomplishments.

     Although R6Iing was  not  a  professional historian and  he came  to Japan with  little

 knowledge of the country,  his skillful  way  of  interpreting dQcuments could  be associat-

 ed  with  that of  the first-rate historian. Hirota Koki was  sentenced  to death by

 hanging  and  executed.  The most  irnportant accusation  against  
him

 
cencerned

 
his

 contribution
 to the government  policy 

"The

 Fundamental  Principle of  our  National

  Policy" of 1936, when  he was  prime  minister.  This decision was  considered  
by

 
the

  court  to aim  at  misleading  the  world,  to be insincere. The  majority  judgement,

  concluding  the document had played a  decisive role  in establishing  Japan's road  
to

 
the

  war,  condemned  Hirota to death. R61ing refuted:
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    Such  interpretation overlDoks  the  fact that this government  document was  tep

    secrett, being oni}r  directed at  the inner government  circle.  It was  a kind of

    compromise  between the military  and  the  civi]ian  members  of  the govenment.  . .i5)

He  en}phasizes  the :importance
 of  considering  at whom  decuments are  directed prior

.to examining  their contents.  It･ could  be s,aid R6Iing showed  the reader  how  hjstorical
clocument$ should  be read  and  interpreted. As the saying  goes,  

`'Two
 heads are  better

than one";  [)ut here, perhaps  $onie  oi  us  might  say,  
"One

 head  i･s better than  seven  {the
maSority  meml)ers)  .''

    The fol･lowing exampie  also  shows  that･R61ing is quite skMful  at  irrkerpreting

histor'y'.･ Just before the attack  on  Pearl }Iarbor, the Emperor  invited the Naval

Minist,er Emd  the Supreme Commander  of  the Naval Forces and  asked  them  "ihether

they would  win  if the war  started. This statenient  was  quc)tecl in the court  as  a sigi'i

that  he was  worried  about  losin.cr the war  but that  he was  not  against  it. ROIing, in

cc)rttrast, interprets as  follows:

    It was  the Japanese way  of  expressing  that he was  against  it, If he had  been in

    tavour of  the  war,  he would  not  have asked  that. It. was  his only  way  of  indieat-

    ing. his opposition  to war.tfi}

    Yet, ROIing is nut  free from  rnisunderstanding  thing's japanese. I'Ieintroduces the

fact, mainly  based on  the informatiun he obtained  from  one  of  his Japanese acquain-
tances, that in the Japanese language there are  different ways  of  speaking,  that  is,

speaking  to superiors  or  t'o servants  and  that  Toje  Hideki, the  number  one  accused  i'n

[I]okyo, used  the latter kind. Such an  attitude  of  Tejois in the victor's  court, RoHliRgr

cQncludes,  helped to rnake  the Japanese people feel comfortable.  StM, R61ing is

rnistaken,  The  trulh  is that Tojo speke  througheut  the triai in a  rather  polite and

respectful  manr]er.  Here the judge is a  lit.tle too  naive  in believing the information

w･ithout  consuEting  any  other  Ianguage  authority.

    ROIing's viexN. of  history, on  the other  hand, emphasizes  the so-cal]ed  collective

memoty  of  peoples. The  concept  of  unconditional  surrender  came  into bei'ng during

t.lne Civi] War;  since  then  the pr{nciplte has been part  of  tbe American natienal  c'on-

science,  sc) explains  R61;'ng. 
'I"he

 co]Iective  memory  of  the American Civil W'ar, he

goes  en  to say,  had a  decisive influence on  the poiicy of  demanding the  unconditioiial

surrender  of  Japana?). He  also  applies  this view  of  history to exp]aining  the  develop-

meirt  of  Japanese history. Japan, in its first encounter  with  the  West, came  to learn
,from a  shipwrecked  Spaninrd the steps  of 

"ideologicai'aggress{on":

 that is, to reqaest
entrance  for trade.  to send  rnissionaries.  to eonvert  the natives,  and  fjnally te send  a

t'leet with  soldiers,  who  are  then able  to clefeat  the government  with  the  help of  the
converted  inhabitant.L. Later when  Commodore  Perry demanded the opening  up  ot'

japan, a  ix'aisc't.vo strong.  Iy opposed  it, by directing attention  to the memory  of  
"ldeulogi-

cal  aggression."  Rbling ever}  refers  to Hirota's policy in th'ts connection:
112(57)
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   The  memory  of the economic  and  ideological aggression  two  centuries earlier was

   still vivid  in the Japanese conscioysness!  This memory  might  explain  why  in the

   twentieth century  Japan-in Hirota's policy-reverted  to it, decided to use  eco-

   nomic  and  ideological aggression  as  a  means  for its own  po]icy of  conquest.iS)

Historians are,  in a  sense,  detectives; but it could  be said  that  R61ing throws  light on

the possibility that  lawyers could  be historians,

How  to evaluate  Bernard R61ing

   ROIing's standpoint  on  the Tokyo  trial is unmistakably  clear. He  frankly admits

some  of  the  shortcomings  of  the  trial, such  as  the fact that no  mention  was  allowed  of

crimes  committed  by the  AIIiesi9}, and  that the court  had no  neutra]s-he  even

discusses the possibility of  having a  Japanese judge20). Nonetheless, he emphasizes

just as  clearly  the pesitive aspects  of  the international military  tribunal, declaring that

it was  a fair tria12i) and  a  kind of  milestone  in legal development22).

   Nearly half a century  has passed since  the trial handed down  its judgement.

R61ing's writings  and  remarks  have  been  discussed almost  always  in terms of  legal

aspects,  and  in particular, international law. Quite an  understandable  approach,  to be

sure, for he was  above  all a  judge. Still, as  has been discussed here, his view  of Japan,

a  country  over  whose  leaders he was  sitting  in judgement, is no  less stimulating  and

often  instructive. It is stimulating  because he often  discusses in comparative  perspec-

tives, instructive because he acts  as  a skillful historian. Although  not  free from

rnisinterpretations,  he teaches hew  to read  historical documents, 7]Vze 7bkyo Trial

and  BeJ;ond deepens our  understanding  of  the trial; in addition,  it is an  exceptionally

rare  record  of  a  Westerner who  attempted  for the latter half of  his life to understand

Japan.

Notes

  I am  deeply grateful to Dr. Patricia Wells, my  colleague,  for her devoted  help with

polishing my  English.
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